
  

Office of  the Principal 

June 5, 2015 

Dear Students and Parents, 

 I am writing to communicate my decision regarding implementing the proposed Homeroom System for the           

coming school year. First, I want to express gratitude to all students and faculty members for sharing their views 

on our current Mentor Group System and the proposed Homeroom System. Particularly, I was impressed by 

feedback provided by students through the survey process and commend them for articulating thoughtful and 

constructive comments. The Proposal Video and Survey Report are still available for those interested in learning 

about the proposal and viewing the results of  our student survey.  

 Over the course of  this school year, our faculty has discussed our current Mentor Group System. We have           

worked together to identify values and develop a revised set of  guiding principles for mentor groups, and we have 

considered changes to our current practice as well as alternative models. 

 In the end, when I consider the revised set of  guiding principles for mentor groups, feedback from           

students, faculty, and fellow administrators – when I reflect on my concerns about the proposed model, and the 

associated practical implications – I believe that maintaining the current Mentor Group System is the right 

decision for our school, and ultimately, the students we serve. 

 I have copied the revised guiding principles for mentor groups on the following page; it is a working           

document open to further revision. Moving forward, our faculty is committed to improving mentor group 

practices in the context of  these values and principles so that we may better serve students. Thank-you for taking 

time to read this letter. Please contact me if  you have any questions or concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Lewin 

St. Paul’s High School   ●   2200 Grant Ave    ●    Winnipeg MB    ●    Canada R3P 0P8    ●   Telephone 204 831-2305   ●   Fax 204 831-2340 

www.stpauls.mb.ca       AMDG                                                            e-mail: blewin@stpauls.mb.ca

https://vimeo.com/128396052
http://www.weebly.com/uploads/4/6/4/6/46460681/homeroom_proposal_-_student_survey_responses.pdf


Values and Guiding Principles for Mentor Group System 

1. An unstructured break is important in the context of  the stress level of  students.        

2. Different developmental needs (mentoring, acculturation, cura personalis or care and concern for students)        

 means different approaches for students at different grade levels.           

3. There must be some mechanism to deal with administrative tasks (mission week, hampers, attendance         

 before liturgies, etc) and prayer.           

4. Nutrition break is highly valued.        

5. Need genuine (not forced) opportunity/venues to develop relationships.         

6. Ensure resources/time are worth the sacrifice.        

7. A system that students and faculty can buy into.        
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